
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a digital account director. Thank
you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We
look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for digital account director

Drive engagement with clients and deliver an exceptional customer service
Oversee deployment of methodologies and systems
Know your targets and ways to meet and/or exceed them, ensuring you
update the business regularly on progress and additional support required
Building process within the organization to make campaign execution simple
and efficient Experience in multiple aspects of digital and traditional
marketing and website development
Account Team Management -Providing best in class support and guidance to
clients, be a subject expert and trusted point of contact for clients with
regards to digital and social strategies
Industry and Market Knowledge –Expert understanding of the range of
communications techniques required to execute digital and social
programmes effectively and professionally
You will also be responsible for drawing annual and campaign based digital
planning strategies for existing clients new business
Align closely with marketing operations and sales teams to oversee planning
and execution for account based marketing paid advertising digital initiatives
for all North American named accounts
Work with sales and marketing stakeholders to map organizational decision-
makers and identify key contacts within each named account using various
data sources including Infer, Salesforce, and LinkedIn
Develop and execute personalized account based journeys (programs) to
accelerate the sales cycle within targeted accounts
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Have a positive working attitude
Coordinate teams, motivate and mentor within (and beyond) the digital
health team to work towards common goals (cheerleader captain)
Deliver best practice digital with a variety of clients, challenges and requests
(Tina Turner’s ‘simply the best’ was written about you)
Being passionate and striving for what you believe is right (may the odds be
ever in your favour)
Act as a partner in crime to account leads throughout various campaigns and
day to day activities (yin to their yang)
Create strong relationships while working closely with wider teams to ensure
success of campaigns and create a collaborative working environment
(teamwork makes the dream… a reality)


